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Abstract: Permanent magnet Brushless DC (BLDC) motors are gaining popularity mainly because of their better
characteristics and performance in comparison to other electrical motors. BLDC motors are generally controlled using a
three phase power semiconductor bridge. For starting and providing proper commutation sequence to turn on the power
devices in the inverter bridge, the rotor position sensors are required. Based on the rotor position, the power devices are
commutated sequentially every 60 degrees. This paper presents MATLAB/SIMULINK based simulation of BLDC motor
drives. BLDC motor drive operates in six modes for one complete revolution of the rotor. The complete analysis of six
modes of operation with position of rotor has been presented in this paper. The switching of the IGBT switches and
corresponding phase currents and line voltages are shown here for each sequence. The presented BLDC motor drive is
based on hysteresis band PWM current controller for generating modulated switching signals.
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1. Introduction
Brushless DC electric motor also known as electronically
commutated motors (ECMs) are synchronous motors. They
are powered by a DC electric source via an
integrated inverter. An integrated inverter produces an AC
electric signal to drive the motor.
A typical brushless motor has a fixed armature and a
rotating permanent magnet, thus eliminating problems
associated with connecting current carrying coil to the
moving armature. An electronic controller replaces the
brush assembly of the brushed DC motor, which
continually switches the phase to the windings to keep the
motor turning. The controller performs the same work as
performed by brushes by using a power electronic circuit
(i.e. switching devices) rather than the brush system.
Brushless motors offer several advantages over brushed
DC motors, including increased reliability, more torque per
weight, more torque per watt (increased efficiency),
reduced noise, longer lifetime as mechanical friction is not

there (no brush and commutator erosion), etc. With no
windings on the rotor, centrifugal forces are absent.
Moreover the windings are supported by the housing hence
they can be cooled by conduction, requiring no airflow
inside the motor for cooling. This in turn means that the
motor's internals can be entirely enclosed and protected
from dirt or other foreign particle [1]-[3].
The key to BLDC commutation is to sense the rotor
position, then energize the phases that will produce the
maximum torque. The simplest way to know the correct
moment to commutate the winding currents is by means of
a position sensor. Most of the BLDC motor manufacturers
supply motors with a three-element Hall effect position
sensor. Each sensor element outputs a digital low level for
180 electrical degrees of electrical rotation, and a high level
for the other 180 electrical degrees. The three sensors are
offset from each other by 60 electrical degrees so that each
sensor output is in alignment with one of the
electromagnetic circuits [4] - [6]. A timing diagram
showing the relationship between the hall sensor outputs
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and the back emf voltages is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Relationship between hall sensor outputs and back emf voltages

Figure 2. Block Diagram showing a BLDC Motor Drive System

A three phase BLDC motor has three phase winding on
the stator and a permanent magnet rotor. The BLDC motor
modeling is very similar to the standard wound rotor
synchronous machine except that the BLDC motor has no
damper windings and field excitation is provided by a
permanent magnet rotor [7]-[8].
Much research has been done on the modeling and
analysis of Brushless DC motor and many application note
has been prepared by industries regarding working of
BLDC motor [9]-[17]. However a comprehensive study
which includes modeling, analysis and explanation of each
of the six modes of operation of BLDC motor has not been
found in literature. Moreover a study which shows the
analysis for stator voltages and stator currents for each
mode of operation is also missing in the literature.
In this paper a comprehensive study has been presented,
which includes modeling and simulation of the BLDC
motor, analysis of each of the six modes with the exact
position of rotor and the corresponding stator voltages and
currents. The presented study will help the researchers in

the field of control of BLDC motor to understand its
operation in a much better way.
In this paper hysteresis current controller based on a
fixed hysteresis band is also used to generate pulse width
modulated signals for the switching of inverter. Hysteresis
current controller will maintain the actual currents flowing
into the motor as close as possible to the rectangular
reference values.

2. Mathematical Modeling
A three phase BLDC motor equation can be represented
as:va = ia .Ra + La

dia
di
di
+ M ab b + M ac c + ea
dt
dt
dt

(1)

vb = ib .Rb + Lb

dia
di
di
+ M ba a + M bc c + eb
dt
dt
dt

(2)
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vc = ic .Rc + Lc

dic
di
di
+ M ca a + M cb b + ec
dt
dt
dt

(3)

Where
R:: Stator resistance per phase, assumed to be equal for
all phases
M:: Mutual inductance between the phases.
ea, eb , ec : Back EMF of phase a , b and c respectively
La, Lb, Lc: Self inductance of phase a, b and c
respectively
The
MATLAB/SIMULINK
model
based
on
mathematical equations 1 – 3 was modeled.

3. BLDC Motor Drive System
A BLDC motor drive system is shown in figure 2. The
drive consists of PI speed controller, hysteresis current
controller, the motor and IGBT inverter. The measured
speed of the motor after comparison with reference speed
and an error was generated to be passed through
proportional- integral (PI) controller
ller for corrective action.
The reference torque i.e. the output of PI controller will
generate the reference current. The reference current after
comparison with actual current will produce a pulse width
modulated signal having a hysteresis band of 5 %. To
T
generate switching commands the output of the hysteresis
controller is given to the AND logic where it is AND with
the switching signal for IGBT.
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5. Analysis of Six Modes of Operation
The conversion of a dc power into an ac power at a
desired output voltage and frequency is called inversion.
For low and medium power inverters, gate –controlled turnoff devices (gate commutation devices), such as power BJT,
IGBT, MOSFET, GTO, etc., are used
u
[18].
Voltage source inverter (VSI) is fed by a DC source
having small internal impedance. If one sees from the ac
side, then the terminal voltage remains constant irrespective
of the load current drawn.
A three phase inverter can be formed by connecting
connecti three
single phase bridge inverters in parallel. Such a system
requires twelve switch- diode pairs and three single-phase
single
transformers. Whereas, a single three phase inverter unit
consists of six switching devices and six diodes. A three
phase inverter is classified as 1800 conduction or 1200
conduction modes inverter, according to the period of
conduction of each switch.
In 1200 conduction mode each switch will conduct for
120 degree. So at a time only two switches will be ON, one
from the top switches and another from the bottom switches.
Figure 4 shows an IGBT based
ba
three phase inverter
which was used in the presented simulation of BLDC motor
drive. It consists of six switches with two switches in each
leg. Each IGBT is having an anti parallel diode. It
I operates
in 1200 conduction mode. This means switching modes
will be Q6-Q1, Q1-Q2, Q2-Q3,
Q3, Q3-Q4,
Q3
Q4-Q5, Q5-Q6 and
then again Q6-Q1.

4. Hysteresis Band PWM Switching
Scheme
The switching signals for the IGBTs of inverter were
generated by hysteresis
steresis current controller. In HysteresisHysteresis
band PWM actual current always tracks the reference
current within a pre set hysteresis-band.
band. As the current
exceeds lower band limit the
he switching signal will be one
(high) and as the current exceeds the higher band limit the
switching signal will be zero (low). This can be observed
from figure 3.

Figure 4. A three phase IGBT Inverter.(Operation
Inverter.
1200 Conduction mode)

Figure 3. Generation of Switching Pulses by Hysteresis Band PWM

BLDC motor drive operates in six modes for one
complete revolution of the rotor. The switching of the IGBT
switches and corresponding currents & voltages are shown
here for each sequence. Each mode is discussed here in
details.
Mode 1: This mode corresponds to the hall sensor signal
[1 0 0]. In this, Phase A and Phase B will conduct while
Phase C will be off. The IGBT switches [Q1 and Q6] will
be on when the hysteresis controller will give switching
commands and when the IGBT switches are off then the
current will find alternate path through diode (D3 and
D4).The line voltage Vab = +24. The results can be
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observed from figure 5 (a), 5(b) and 5 (cc).

Figure 6 (a).Rotor
Rotor and Stator Magnetic Field Position in Mode 2
Figure 5 (a).Rotor
Rotor and Stator Magnetic Field Position in Mode 1

Figure 6 (b).Inverter
Inverter Switches for Mode 2
Figure 5 (b).Inverter
Inverter Switches for Mode 1

Figure 6 (c). Voltage (Vcb)
b) and current waveform (ia, ib, ic)
Figure 5 (c). Voltage (Vab) and current waveform
wavef
(ia, ib, ic)

Mode 2: This mode corresponds to the hall sensor signal
[1 0 1]. In this, Phase B and Phase C will conduct while
Phase A will be off. The IGBT switches [Q5 and Q6] will
be on when the hysteresis controller will give switching
commands and when the IGBT switches are off then the
current will find alternate path through diode (D2 and
D3).The line voltage Vcb = +24. The results can be
observed from figure 6 (a), 6(b) and 6 (c).

Mode 3: This mode corresponds to the hall sensor signal
[0 0 1]. In this, Phase A and Phase C will conduct while
Phase B will be off. The IGBT switches
switc
[Q4 and Q5] will
be on when the hysteresis controller will give switching
commands and when the IGBT switches are off then the
current will find alternate path through diode (D1 and
D2).The line voltage Vca = +24. The results can be
observed from figuree 7 (a), 7(b) and 7 (c).
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Figure 7 (a).Rotor
Rotor and Stator Magnetic Field Position in Mode 3
Figure 8 (a).Rotor
Rotor and Stator Magnetic Field Position in Mode 4

Figure 7 (b).Inverter
Inverter Switches for Mode 3

Figure 7 (c). Voltage (Vca)) and current waveform (ia, ib, ic)

Mode 4: This mode corresponds to the hall sensor signal
[0 1 1]. In this, Phase A and Phase B will conduct while
Phase C will be off. The IGBT switches [Q3 and Q4] will
be on when the hysteresis controller will give switching
commands and when the IGBT switches are off then the
current will find alternate path through diode (D1 and
D3).The line voltage Vba = +24. The results can be
observed from figure 8 (a), 8(b) and 8 (c).

Figure 8 (b).Inverter
Inverter Switches for Mode 4

Figure 8 (c). Voltage (Vba) and current waveform (ia, ib, ic)

Mode 5: This
his mode corresponds to the hall sensor signal
[0 1 0]. In this, Phase B and Phase C will conduct while
Phase A will be off. The IGBT switches [Q2 and Q3] will
be on when the hysteresis controller will give switching
switc
commands and when the IGBT switches are off then the
current will find alternate path through diode (D5 and
D6).The line voltage Vbc = +24. The results can be
observed from figure 9 (a), 9 (b) and 9 (c).
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Figure 10 (a).Rotor
Rotor and Stator Magnetic Field Position in Mode 6
Figure 9 (a).Rotor
Rotor and Stator Magnetic Field Position in Mode 5

Figure 10 (b).Inverter
Inverter Switches for Mode 6

Figure 9 (b).Inverter
Inverter Switches for Mode 5

Figure 10 (c). Voltage (Vac)) and current waveform (ia, ib, ic)

Figure 9 (c). Voltage (Vbc)) and current waveform (ia, ib, ic)

Mode 6: This mode corresponds to the hall sensor signal
[1 1 0]. In this, Phase A and Phase C will conduct while
Phase B will be off. The IGBT switches [Q1 and Q2] will
be on when the hysteresis controller will give switching
commands and when the IGBT switches are off then the
current will find alternate path through diode (D4 and
D5).The line voltage Vac = +24. The results can be
observed from figure 10 (a), 10 (b) and 10 (c).

6. Simulation Results
esults for BLDC Motor
Drive
The simulink model developed as per block diagram
shown in figure 2 was run to verify the algorithm for speed
control. The reference speed was changed and rotor speed
was recorded and shown here in figure 11 and figure 12.
Load torque was also changed and the rotor speed is shown
for increase of load in figure 13 and for decrease of load in
fig. 14. It is observed that the BLDC motor is following the
reference speed. When the load is changing, transients is
coming which is dying down in milliseconds.
millise
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Simulation results confirm that the BLDC motor is
following the commands given by the programmer.
Different modes discussed above gives a better
understanding of the working of the proposed hysteresis
band PWM operated BLDC motor drives.
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